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ABSTRACT 
An algebraic theory of transfer matrices, fractional representations, and control for 
linear continuous-time time-varying systems based on the realization theory of 
input-output maps is given. It is shown for the first time that the realization of such 
systems specified by an abstract input-output map (as a module homomorphism over 
noncommutative polynomial rings) can be established using an abstract Kalman 
input-or!tput map defined over a ring of skew polynomials with time-varying cnef% 
cients. It is shown that, in fact, transfer matrices can be defined as formal power 
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series for such systems as representation of this map, and this is equivalent to the 
time-domain input-output maps in terms of convolution. This is also shown to be an 
equivalent representation of a previously considered Hankel map. Using this frame- 
work, a realization theory for fractional representations is established. Then these 
results are shown to lead to a general solution to the problem of time-varying 
polynomial matrix equations and stabilization problems as well as observers, in terms 
of polynomial fractional representations. Our results are valid for systems over both 
finite and infinite time intervals. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
During tht: past decade considerable research which unifies the state- 
space approach (e.g. Wonham [24]) with the polynomial matrix approaches of 
Rosenbrock [21] via the algebraic approach of Kalman has been done (see 
e.g. our references). With these concepts and techniques in mind, a number 
of control probllems concerning linear systems over rings have been solved 
by several authors (see e.g., Emre [2, 31, Emre and Khargonekar [7], 
Khargonekar [19], and the references therein). Among them are, for iustance, 
the study of matrix-fraction descriptions, results on the realization problem, 
and solution of the problem of regulation by feedback. Most of these results 
are in fact based on extensions of a certain realization of matrix description 
representations introduced by Fuhrmann [9], which follows the module-theo- 
retic realization theory of Kalman (see Kalman, Falb, and Arbib [13]). 
Generalizations along this line to discrete-time time-varying systems have 
been given by some authors (see e.g., Emre [S], Kamen and Hafez [15], 
Kamen, Khargonekar, and Poolla [17], and Khargonekar and Poolia [20], and 
the references there), where the module-theoretic realization theory has 
been used to explore several control problems and some systems-theoretic 
properties of the associated polynomial matrix factorizations. The 
continuous-time case has been considered in Emre [5]. It has been already 
shown in the above references that in the discrete-time case transfer matrices 
can be defined as formal power series in the indeterminate Z- ’ (the left shift 
aperatar), with a very similar mechanism to that used in the time-invariant 
case. However, for continuous-time systems, so far there does not appear to 
be a useful formal-power-series definition of transfer matrices resembling 
those in the time-invariant or discrete-time time-varying case. Thus such a 
theory has largely been missing for the continuous-time case. 
For continuous-time time-varying systems, Ylinen [25] has obtained sev- 
eral results for systems of the form A(p)y = B(p)u and their interconnec- 
tions, in which A and B are defined over a skew polynomial ring with 
eoeficients in a subring of 6” without zero devisors. Kamen [26] has 
ned many results for systems over skew noethePian rings. More recently, 
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Ilchmann, Numberger, and Schmale [ 113 and Ilchmann [lo] have considered 
skew polynomial matrices with coefficients in the field of meromorphic 
functions on an open interval and studied time-varying systems in differen- 
tial-operator representations. Using these, several results have been ob- 
taincd. Transfer matrices have been defined in terms of quotient rings of 
skew-polynomial rings, but power-series representations of transfer matrices, 
which have proved to be very useful in many classes of systems, have not 
been explored. One of our main results here is to show how transfer matrices 
can be defined as power series for continuous-time linear time-varying 
system;, and how such a power-series representation plays a crucial role in 
extending the results available in the time-invaricPnt and discrete-time time- 
varying cases. 
It is shown here that a realization theory of linear continuous-time 
time-varying systems can be established starting from an abstract Kalman 
input-output map defined over a ring of skew polynomials consisting of 
time-varying differential polynomials. Transfer matrices can be defined as 
formal power series, as in the time-invariant case. They are shown to be 
equivalent to the impulse response in time-domain representations. Thus, we 
obtain a realization theory very analogous to the time-invariant case. This 
also clarifies the relations between the transfer matrix and the time-domain 
impulse-response matrix and establishes fractional representations. Within 
this framework, an extended realization of fractional representations is also 
given here. 
Then, these results are shown to lead to a general solution to the problem 
of time-varying polynomial matrix equations. In this paper, we establish 
solutions of stabilization problems by dynamic output feedback and by the 
observer and dynamic state feedback configurations in terms of polynomial 
fractional representations, by also providing new concepts of stabilizability 
and detectability as extensions of results in Emre [5,6]. Our results here 
being primarily algebraic (formal), they readily extend to larger classes of 
systems such as those considered in 1261. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K be a nontrivial (arbitrary, fixed) subring of C” real-valued i&c- 
tions closed under infinitely many derivatives defined on open subintervals 
of R, with the operations of pointwise addition and pointwise multiplication. 
Let K[ p] be the set of all time-varying differential polynomials 
rl 
C p’ai 
i=O 
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in the indeterminate p (which will also be interpreted as the derivative 
operator) with coefficients ai in K. We define 
(2.0 
[(pa) = da /&I. Throughout his paper, ( pka) = dka( t)/& denotes the k th 
derivative of a(t), and p in pka (without parentheses) will stand for the 
indeterminate. Thus K[pi is a skew polynomial ring. Here the term “skew” 
means that the coefficients of the polynomial do not necessarily commute 
with the indeterminate. For b E K and a(p) E K[p], a(p)b is obtained by 
usual formal multiplication in K[p], while a(p)(b) represents the action of 
the differential operator a(y) on b. 
Next we introduce another indeterminate, p-l. We constrain p and p-’ 
bY 
(2.2) p-‘p = pp-’ = I, 
where Z is the identity operator. Thus we obtain 
(2.3) p-‘a = ap-’ - p-l(pa)p-’ for aEK. 
REMAUK 2.4. The skew ring of fhnuzl power series K((p-‘)I is defined 
bY 
{;%TmNafaf 9 
the total degree of p, equals i for each i}. 
It is to be understood that only finite positive powers of p occur. Using (2.3) 
successively, we obtain 
(2*5) p-la = 5 ( - l)‘-‘(pi-‘a)p-‘, aEK, 
i-1 
an d 
(2.6) ap-l= g p+(pi-‘a), aEK. 
j = 1 
Using the identities (2.1) and (2.5), (2.6), every element W(t,p) of K((p-‘)I 
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can be written uniquely in both forms below: 
W(t, p) = i p-‘ai, aiEK, 
i=N 
W( t,p) = ~ hip-‘, biEK, 
i-N 
where N is some integer. The same is true for matrices over K(( p - ‘)), 
where now oi, bi are replaced by matrices over K. W( t, p) is called (strictly) 
proper if and only if N 2 0 (N > 0). 
If x is an element of K((p- ‘)), then (x1_ denotes the strictly proper part 
of x and (x1-i represents the coefficient of p-l. p-‘K[[p-‘]I denotes the 
set of st&tZy proper formal power series. The matrices over a ring ~[p] of 
skew diffkrential polynomials are called skew poZynumia2 matrices and 
denoted as A(t, p) with element aij(t,p). Each A(t, p)~ KmX”[p] can be 
uniquely written in the form 
A( t, p) = A,, + pAi + l l l + prA,, Ai E Kmxn. 
If A f f 0, r is said to be the degree of A( t, p), denoted as 6(A( t, p)). The 
coefficient A, of A(t,p) of degree r is then called the Zeading-coe_t)licient 
matrix. In particular, A(t, p) is called manic if m = n and A f = I,, the n X n 
identity matrix. A( t, p) is called unimodular if there exists B( t, p) E K n ‘“[ p] 
such that AB= I, and BA = I,. Two matrices A(t,p),B(t,p)E ~“~“[p] are 
said to be row equivalent if there exists a unimodular matrix Q(t, p) E 
Kmxm[p] such that A(t,p)= Q(t,p)B(t,p). A(t,p)E KmXn[p] and B(t,p)E 
K”“[p] are called tight Bezmt if there exist S(t,p)E Knxm[p] and T(t,p) 
E Knxr[p] such that 
(2.7) S(t,p)A(t,p)+ T(t,p)B(t,p) = 1,. 
We now consider the left division in K”[ p]. 
DEFINITION 2.8. A skew polynomial matrix Q(t, p) E Px”[ p] is said to 
be invertible if there exists a unique formal power series 
Q-‘(t,p)= i p-+A,= 
m 
Ai,Bi E Knxn, 
i= M i= M 
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such that 
Q-‘kP)Q(w = Q(t,p)Q-‘(t,p) = 1. 
Exa,nples of invertible Q(t, p) are ones with invertible leading coefficient 
matrix. This can be seen via straight long division. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let Q(t, p) be an admissible skew polynomial matrix. Then 
to any n x m skew polynomial matrix L( t, pX there corresponds a unique pair 
of skew polynomial matrices B(t, p) and Att, p) such that 
and 
Q-‘(t,p)B(t,p) isstrictlyproper. 
re set of all n x 1 skew polynomial matrices. 
admissible matrix Q(t, p) over K[ p], K, dentoes r&“[p]) where 
:~kp) *Q(~,P)(Q-'(t,~)x(t,p))_ = x(t,p) mod Q(t,p). 
ition, is a right K[p]-module homomorphism (i.e., linear map) 
row vectors and interehang- 
ing the words “left” a ision, etc., similarly 
]-rn~~~le homomor- 
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3. REALIZATIONS, FRACTIONAL REPRESENTATIONS, AND 
TRANSFER MATRICES 
In this section, we develop a theory of the polynomial fractional represen- 
tations for linear continuous-time time-varying systems. The algebraic objects 
are noncommutative rings of polynomials and formal power series, with 
coefficients in a subring of C”(O,m). 
Similarly to the time-invariant case established by Kalmar (see Kalman, 
Falb, and Arbib [13]), we define the input space by 
i.e., a right K[p]-module of polynomials in the indeterminate p with coefk 
cients in Km. On the other hand, the output space is given as 
p-‘K’[[p_‘I] := ( i (p-‘)yi; y EK’). 
i=l 
In other words, the output space is a skew module of strictly proper formal 
power series in the indeterminate p-l. 
The abstract right K&XDZ ..zput-mtput map is defined in the following. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let m and r be positive integers. A Zineur right Z-O 
map f is a right K[ p]-module homomorphism 
f:K”‘[p++p-‘K’[[p-‘I] 
where 
.mh PMtv P,l := Wbk Pm(t7 PN7 
dt, p) E K’““[pl, dt  p) and f(u<t, p))a(t, p) represents the 
ry product of a fo ies by a polynomial. 
Defining W(t,p) to be f(Z) [th e matrix whose th column iS f(ei>, e, 
being the ith canonical u at for any input-out 
map as defined above, t function Wt , p) su 
that 
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for any u(t, p) E K”[ p]. The matrix function W(t, p) is the cuusa2 ~&VZ.CZZ 
trmsfer matrix associated with f and can be written as 
W( t, p) = p-IA, + p-‘A2 + . -a, 
where Ai E KrXm, i = 1,2, . . ., are the impulse-response matrices. It can be 
seen that W(t, p) is an T X nz matrix over p-‘K[[p-‘I]. Then the input-out- 
put equation y(t, p) = f(u(t, p)) can be characterized in terms of the impulse 
response matrices Ai as follows. 
f(u(t,p)) = 2 [( ~-pZ)‘([A~,A~,...l’)lui 
i=O 
where 
= p-‘y, c p-2y2 + l l a, 
j; b :_ % :::I. 
In matrix form, f(u(t, p)) is represented in terms of ordinary matrix multipli- 
cation as 
A! 
(3.2) A, :(s=-pl) II . 3 . 
(3.3) 
where 
(34 A= [A;,AT,,...]~. 
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We call the infinite matrix F the Hankel matrix associated with the linear 
contin*uous-time time-varying input-output mup f. Later, we will show that 
this is in fact the Hankel matrix first introduced by Kalman (Kamen [l4], 
Kalman [I2]). r is a matrix with entries in K. 
We define a finite-dimensional system S = (F, 6, ZZ) to be a realization of 
the (right) I-O map f [ or e q uivalently, of W(t, p), or equivalently, of l?] if 
and only if 
Ai = [(pl+ F’)+‘(H+, i=1,2,... . 
It can be shown in a straightforward way that f (or equivalently, I’) is 
realizable if and only if 
[ ( G, F -pZ)(G),..., (F-pZ)“(G),...]. 
We call the matrix [H ‘, ( pZ + F ‘x H T ), . . .]’ the observabikty map associated 
withS,denotedbyOZ,andthematrix[G,(F-pZXG),...,(F-pZ)k(G),...I 
the reachability map associated with 2, denoted by Cx. Then 
r = o,c,. 
Dually, a left input-output map fd (to distinguish it from a right I-O map 
as defined above) can be defined as a left K[p]-module homomorphism as 
follows. Writing input-space elements as row vectors 
u( t,p) = u() + u,p + ’ l l + +pk 
(where ui E K’ are row vectors) and the output-space elements as row 
vectors 
y(t,p) = YIP-l + Y2P-2 + ” * 
( yi is a row vector in Km), we can define an I-O map as a left K[ p&module 
homomorphism between these two spaces. Then we can define the associ- 
ated transfer matrix Wd and the Hankel matrix Id similarly. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let f be a right I-O map with transfer m&ix W(t, p) 
and Hankel matrix l?. Let fd be the dual lefi I-O map with transfer matrix 
W&, p) and Hnnkek matrix rd. Then 
(9 r,=r, 
(ii) W(t,p) = ~ p-~i 
i=l 
= ~ Bip-’ =W,(t,p), 
i=l 
where [A{&,... 1’ is thefirst block column of I’, and [B,, B,, . . .] is thefirst 
block row of I’. 
We call a left I-O map realizable by a finite-dimensional system if and 
only if there exists a finite triple (F, G, H) such that 
B,=H(F-pl)‘-‘(G), i=1,2,... . 
These results, combined with results of Kamen [14] (using the technique 
in Kamen [14, Proposition 71 without any resort to weighting patterns and 
without the freeness constraint imposed there) yield 
(a) A right (Ieft ) i-0 rnup f is realizable by a~nite~im~nsio~~al system if 
and only if the K-module generatetl by columns (rows) of its Hankel matrix is 
a submodub of a finitely generated K-module. 
(b) Esasr~ right I-0 map defines a dual (lefl) I-O map oia its Hankel 
matrix and vice oersa (i.e., both haoe the same Hankel matrices). f is 
realizable if and only if f(, is realizuble; a realization off is also a realization 
of fir, and vice versa. 
(c) (F,G, H) is a realization off (or f#,> if and only if 
W(t,p) = H(pl- F)-‘(G). 
Proof. Our results so far have estabiished the correspondence between 
Hankel matrices, Kalman I-O maps, and transfer matrices. In particular, we 
have shown that the Wankel matrix is the matrix representation of the 
a~~~~ map; an is also establishes the correspondence between 
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transfer matrices, realizations, and Hankel matrices, similarly to the case of 
time-invariant systems. Thus the realizability of a transfer matrix is equiva- 
lent to the realizability of a weighting pattern. But the Hankel matrices 
arising here are of the same type as those considered in Kamen [l4], and 
Kalman [12]. Th us, now we can directly apply their results on -the realizabil- 
ity of a Hankel matrix, to obtain the realizability of transfer matrices and 
Kalman I-O maps. 
REMARK 3.7. As is well known, for linear time-invariant systems, the 
module-theoretic Kalman I-O maps establish a theory which clearly explains 
the relationship between transfer matrices and realizations via an intermedi- 
ate quantity: the Hankel matrices which are the matrix representations of 
Kalman I-O maps. With our right definition of transfer matrices and the I-O 
map for linear time-varying systems here, we establish the same kind of 
theory for linear time-varying systems. In subsequent parts of the paper we 
will show how this enables us to obtain new stabilization and observer results 
for linear time-varying systems that parallel the results and the approach of 
Emre [I-S] for linear time-invariant systems and linear systems over rings. 
First we will show that the theory developed here so far enables us to 
establish a correspondence between standard integral I-O representations in 
terms of weighting patterns, and the transfer matrices developed here. This 
also confirms that our definition of transfer matrices for continuous-time 
linear time-varying systems is indeed the right definition. 
p-’ has been so far considered as an indeterminate as defined in Section 
2. Now, if we interpret p- ’ as ji C-Z&, then for any integrable function f, we 
have the following identity (see e.g., Kecs [lS]): 
(t-g)“-’ 
P-“f =&hr, (n_l)! dS= f(t)* 
Applying this to the input-output equation 5’ = f(u) in terms of the transfer 
matrix W(t, p), L 3 obtain 
y(t) =W(t,p)u(t) =~tA(t,lb4C)dC 
where A(t, 5) is the weighting pattern, and convergence conditions Csucb db 
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analyticity) are assumed. Also, if for a fixed 6 we expand A(t, 5) in a Taylor 
series about t = 5, this yields 
(3.8) 
= &i(~)(t,-i!;;l, 
i=l i- . 
The Ai’s are the coefficients of the Taylor series expansion of the weighting- 
pattern matrix about t = 5. Thus, it is seen that the transfer matrices 
introduced here are in direct correspondence with the weighting patterns in 
the time domain. 
Dually, with W(t, p) = CT= 1 Bip-’ (the transfer matrix expressed in accor- 
dance with the dual I-O map), we have 
via Taylor series representation, whei-c 
Note that for C” systems, the Taylor series 
above correspondence with transfer matrices 
can be summarized as 
is always well defined and the 
can always be established. This 
T~~EQREM 3.9. The Hankel matrix associated with an abstract 1-O map is 
the same as the one obtained from the weighting pattern. The realization 
Z = ( F, 6, HI of a realizable abstract I-O map as &fined abooe, in fact, is 
the realization of the weighting pattern in the usual sense (see Kamen [I41 for 
this latter situation). Transfer matrices over 67” are in 1-1 correspondence 
with C weighting patterns, which are in I-1 correspondence with realizable 
an maps. 
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IJEFINITION 3.10. Let W(t, p) be the transfer matrix associated with a 
right (or left) I-O map. We call W(t, p) right (Zefi) rational if and only if 
W(t, P) = PdtdQ,'(t,d [ = Q-'(t,p)R(t,p)] 
for polynomial matrices P,, Q1, Q, R with Q1, Q manic. 
Now it follows that 
THEOREM 3.11. 
(a) A transfer matrix W(t, p) is lefi (right) rAonal if and only if the rows 
(columns) of r fomt a finitely generated K-module. 
(b) W(t, p) is leJi_ (right) rational if and only if 
W(t,p) =Q-‘R(W(t,p) = PlQ;‘) 
f&r some polynomial matrices Q, R, P,,Q,, with Q and Q, inve&le. 
Proof. It is clear from Definition 3.10 and Theorem 3.13 below that 
W(t, p) is lefi rational if there exists a manic polynomial matrix Q such that 
QW= R, 
R being polynomial. But then, it follows hrn our d&nition of I-O maps and 
the I-Iankel matrices being their matrix representations that this is possible iff 
the rows of the Hankel matrix form a finitely generated K-module. The proof 
for right rationality is similar. 
We define the reachability index p [observability index v] of a system 
(F,G, ZZ) over K as the first integer k such that 
k FT+pZjk(HT) cimZP+ *mm +im(FT+pZ)‘-l(ZZ’)] 
provided such a finite integer k exists. 
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COROLLARY 3.12. A system (F, G, H) over K has a finite reachability 
Wit, p) is right (left) 
rational if and only if W(t, p) has a reachable realization. 
With the results on formal power series established here, the next result 
can be proved the same way as in Khargonelcar and Pook [20, Proposition 
2.41. 
THEOREM 3.13. A polynomial matrix Q(t, p) is invertible if and only ij’ 
there exist polynomial matrices M( t, p), M 1( t, p) such that M( t, p)Q( t, p) and 
Q(t, p)Ml(t, p) are both manic. 
Thus, it is seen that if a polynomial matrix Q(t, p) is invertible, then it is 
both left and right admissible in the sense of Emre [5]. 
Next we extend the realization of Fuhrmann [9] to the realization of the 
strictly proper part of a transfer matrix 
W(w) = P(hp)Q-'(t,p)R(kp) 
where P,Q, R i~re polynomial matrices with Q admissible. 
Define 
and 
6 : K” -+ Kg; c(u) := R,(t,p)u, 
&K() -+ K’; R(x):-(P(t,p)Q-'(1,4,)x)_,, 
where K, and nu are defined as in Section 2. Note that K, is both a right 
K-module and a right K[p]-module. rru is both a right K- and a K[p]-module 
homomorphism. With these definitions, one can verify that for any u E K” 
and integer k B 0, 
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Thus for any ~(t, p) = C:=op’Ui E K”[ p], 
rQ( R(t~p)~(~,p)) = i [ Fi(c)]uis 
i=O 
We call (@,c, p?) the Q-reakation of W(t, p). 
REMARK 3.14. One can dualize the results already established. If Q(t, p) 
is an invertible skew polynomial matrix, then for any u(t, p), 
(Q- ‘(t, ph.&, pN_ d e fi nes a right I-O map, which is purely defined by 
iQ-‘(t, p))_. Thus, via its Hankel matrix, (Q-‘(t, p)) can be expressed as 
C~=IQip-’ for some Qi over K. Thus, we can now-define the associated 
(dual) left I-O map and define 
+.4t,p)) := [(u(t,p)Q-'(t,p))-]Q(t,p). 
Hence we can express any skew polynomial matrix &I( t, p) uniquely through 
the right division as 
Wt,p)=C(t,p)Q(t,p)+ D(t,p), DQ-’ strictlyproper. 
Then one can dualize the results in terms of the left module structure and 
left module homomorphisms. 
Thus, we see that, given a transfer matrix W(t, p) expressed in a 
fractional form 
(3.15) W(t,p) = FQ-‘R, 
with Q invertible, the associated I-O map, 
f( u(t, P)) = (Wo, Pbo7 P)) -7 
can be factorized as 
(3.16) f ‘hog, 
where 
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and 
h:K -+p-‘K’ Q [[p-q]; x(t, P) I-+ (wl”(t, P>)_. 
It can be checked that if 
(W(t>p))-= f Bipwi, 
i=l 
then 
Bi = fi(F’-I((=)” i=1,2,... . 
DEFINITION 3.17. Let W(t, p), f, g, h be as in (3.15) and (3.16). Then 
we call the Q-realization 2 = ( P, 6, fi) of ( W( t, p)), reachable if and only if 
rQ is onto. 2 is observable if and only if h is l-l. 
The following provides an extension of the techniques in Emre [l, 51 to 
solve Bezout-type equations. It can be now proved as in [l]. 
THEOREM 3.18. Let Q, 8, @ be polynomial operators with Q invertible. 
There exist polynomial time-varying operators Ht. p), Y(t, p) such that 
Y(t,p)=pkyk+ l ** +pY,+Y, 
QX+RY=@ 
if and ody if Y is given as a solution of linear equations over K 
(3.19) [d,P(d) ,..., Fk(6)][Y;,YT ,..., &?]*=vQ(@), 
where ( Fc, 6, -realization of (Q-‘I?)_. 
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REMARK 3.20. This theorem can be easily dualized to obtain a solution 
of XQ + YP = @ in terms of the dual Q-realization (w$ pr, fi’,c’> of PQ-’ 
and the reachability map r$ defined in Remark 3.14. 
It is easy to infer the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.21. With the conditions of Theorem 3.18, there exist X,Y 
s&x &at QX 9 RY = Z if and only if the Q-realization of (Q-‘R)_ is 
reachable. 
THEOREM 3.22. K, (Kd,) is a$nitely generated right (Zefi) K-modzde. 
COROLLARY 3.23. Suppose in Theorem 3.18, in addition, Q-‘R is also 
right rational. Then the integer k occurring in (3.19) can be always chosen to 
be p - 1, where p is the reachability index of ( fl, c) in (3.19). 
THEOREM 3.24. Let Q be invertible and let W = Q- *R be given. Suppose 
Q, R sati& the Rezout identity (i.e., QX + RY = Z for some ~O~JUM&S 
X,Y), or equivalently, the Q-realization is reachable. Under these conditions, 
W is right rational. 
4. STABILIZATION AND OBSERVERS 
In this section we apply the module framework to the study of the 
regulation problem and feedback control. In particular, we show that the 
solutions of the polynomial equation QQC + RP, = @ given in Emre [5,6] and 
here can be used to obtain conditions for the existence and construction of 
causal stabilizing dynamic compensators. 
DEPINI’FION 4.1. A manic skew polynomial matrix L(t, p) of degree 
9 2 0 is stable if and only if for each bounded function u(t), the solutions 
y(t) of 
w, P)YW = u(t) 
satisfy the property that for any set of initial conditions 
p(o) 7 l<i<q-1, 
if 
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lim u(t) =0 
t -rm 
then 
d’ 
jiJ.5 ,,yw = 0 for i=O,l,..., q-l. 
Note that since L is manic, it is easy to obtain a state-space-form 
representation with 
Y 
@l- 1) 
,‘.‘V, 
constituting the state. Then from the theory of ordinary differential equations 
it follows that every solution of Ly = u is global. Also note that other 
multiplicative sets of L’s can be also defined similarly as stable operators as 
well. 
Extending the definitions of stabilizability in Emre [2,3] to time-varying 
systems, we have 
DEFINITION 4.2. The pair (Q, R), with Q invertible, is strongly stabiliz- 
uble if and only if +h+=re exist polynomial matrices X,Y and stable manic L 
suck that 
(4.3) QX-+BY=L. 
in particular, we call a pair (F, C) strongly stabilimbb if and only if 
($1~ F,G) is strongly stabilizable. Strong detectubility of a pair (a,,Q,I 
korrespanding to F ‘) and (H, F) is defined in the dual way, where, in 
(4.3), Q, rephces ; P, replaces R ; and X and Y are written on the left. 
If the original system transfer matrix is Q-‘RI and PC@;’ is a feedback 
compensator, then the stability of the closed-loop system is determined by 
solutions of 
The feedback stabilization problem (FSP) that we solve is as follows: Let 
be invertible. Let p = S(Q). kt Q-‘R be strictly proper and right 
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rational with the reachability index of the Q-realization of W being CL. Find 
polynomial matrices P&t, p), Q&t, p) such that 
(i) Q&t, p) is invertible; 
(ii) QQc + RI’, is stable; 
(iii) PcQcl is proper. 
We should note that (i)-(iii) are for the reachability of the compensator 
transfer matrix P,Q,’ by a finite-dimensional linear time-varying system. 
Under @-(iii), PcQc ’ can be realized as explained in Sectioir 3, by a 
finite-dimensional system. 
The following theorem extends the results in Emre [2,3,5]. Its proof is 
somewhat similar to the one in Emre [3]. 
THEOREM 4.4. Under the above conditions on (Q, R), the FSP is solvable 
ifand only if (Q, R) is strongly stabilizable. 
Proof. Suppose the FSP is solvable. Then (Q, R) is clearly strongI:, 
stabilizable. 
On the other hand, suppose that (Q, R) is stabilizable. Then there exist 
polynomial matrices Xi, Y, and a stable polynomial matrix L( t, p) such that 
QX, + RY, = L. 
Lut Mt, p) = Lk(t, p) for some integer k such that 
where v = S(Q) and p is the reachability index of the realization ZZ = 
(F,G, PI) of Q( t, p), i.e., the first integer r such that 
im@‘(C)Eimd+ l ** +imEr-‘(6). 
Clearly, @(t, p) is monk and stable. By the results of Section 3, there exist 
polynomial matrices PC< t, p), Q,( t, p) such &at 8( PC) < p - 1 and 
(4.5) Q(t,p)Q,(t,p)+R(t,p)R,(t,p)=~(t,p). 
Since W(t, p) is strictly proper rational, 
S(R) c 3(Q) = v. 
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Hence, we have 
This implies that 
S(RP,)&(R)+SIP,) 
<2)+/h-1 
<s(a). 
WQC) = WV, 
and the leading coeffkient matrix of QQC is the same as that of @, and is 
thus the n X n identity matrix. Then 
Qb~)Qc(t,p) = M&P), a manic polynomial matrix. 
Since Q is invertible, QC is invertible. Then 
W,@,P) = P,(tt~)Ql-‘(t,~) 
has a power-series expansion. From (43, we have 
Thus I - cB-‘RPc is a bisausal rational matrix [i.e., (I - @-‘RP,)” is 
admissible, and has a power series of the form I + p- ‘A, + l l l J. Since @ is 
monk, and 6(<p)- S(Q) 2 p - 1, then 
Q,“L = (I - @-lRPe)-b=-lQ 
has a formal power-series expansion of the form 
Q,‘( t,p) = P--~A, + r)-(Y+‘)Az f l l l , 
where yap-k 
But, by construction, we have 
8( PC) G j7.4 - i g y. 
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This shows that 
W,(t,p) = P,(hp)Q,'(t,p) 
is also a proper transfer matrix. The realizability of WC now follows. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If Q is invertible and (Q, R) is Bezout, then (Q, R) is 
stabilizable. 
REMARK 4.7. It is seen from the above proof that the key to obtaining a 
stabilizing compensator as in the FSP is the existence of a stable manic 
polynomial matrix Q, such that 
(i) for some integer k 
(ii) 6(a) > k + u - 1. 
We have shown above that right rationality of Q-‘R guarantees the 
existence of such an integer k for any Q, (namely, k = p- 1, where g is the 
reachability index). This, combined with the proof of Theorem 4.4, yields a 
stabilization result which does not require right rationality of Q- ‘R, but 
which is more difficult to check. 
THEOREM 4.8. Suppose Q, R are po2ynomiaZ matrices such that Q is 
invertible and Q- ‘R is strictly proper as in the FSP, but Q- ‘R is not 
necessarily right rational. If there exists a stable mnic Q, as in Remark 4.7, 
then there exists a finite-dimensional stabilizing compensator (with transfer 
matrix PeQc I satisf@ag the properties required in the FSP). 
REMARK 4.9. We should note that a simple expression for n,(O) 
(4) mod Q upon left division) can be obtained as follows. Suppose 
@(t,p)=q)+ *.* +p’@,* 
Then 
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Thus, if 
G := TQ( I) 
then 
When K, is free, with F,G being unique matrix representations P and G, 
this becomes 
+w = i [(F - POkG)]@k. 
k=o 
Next we will consider the dynamic state-feedback and observer combina- 
tions. The advantage of this scheme over the previous one is that in this case 
Q = pZ - F. 
Thus, if F is an n X n matrix over K, then 
which is always finite and free. Hence, in this case, we can always work with 
matrix representations over K. Both Theorems 4.4 and 48 can be specialized 
to the dynamic state-feedback case very easily. 
COROLLARY 4.10. Consider the case where Q = pZ - F, R = G. Suppose 
(pZ - F)- ‘G is right rational with reachability index p. Then there exist 
polynomial operators PC, QC such that 
(8 QC is manic, 
(ii) PCQcl is strictly proper, 
(iii) ( pZ - F)Q, + GP, is stable 
if and only if C F, 61 is strongly stabilizable. 
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Proof. Application of Theorem 4.4. 
Note that in this case we can guarantee that Q, is manic. 
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REMARK 4.11. In view of the results of the previous section, we have 
reduced the problem of finding stabilizing compensators to the problem of 
solving a system of linear equations over the function ring K. The coefficient 
matrices appearing in these linear equations are the reachability matices. 
These reachability matrices have been considered in detail by Silverman and 
Meadows (see Silverman [22]). Note that with this formulation, compensator 
parameters do not depend on future values of system parameters. 
In the remainder of this section, we extend the results on linear observers 
for linear time-varying systems in Emre [5,6] in terms of the solutions of the 
dual polynomial equation QcQ + P,R = a. It also can be shown that these 
observers are characterized by a system of linear equations involving the 
observability matrix. Although the general case can be solved the same way, 
for illustration we will consider K, to be finite and free. 
Consider the dual polynomial equation 
(4.12) Q,hdQ(t, P) + P,(t, P)W, P) = @,(t, P), 
where Q, R, and Q, are given n x n, m x n, and r x n skew polynomial 
matrices with Q(t, p) invertible. Qc and PC are r X n and r X m skew 
polynomial matrices to be deterrmined. Note that in this case the indetermi- 
nate p is written on the right. Applying duality as in Section 3, we have 
THEOREM 4.13. 
(4.12) if and only if 
There exist skew polynomial matrices QC, PC satisfying 
r 1 &J 
[ ( HT: FT+pz)(HT):***: (FT+pz)$T?T)] x1 =x;f(@) 
ii 
. 
. 
Xk 
fm some k and for some matrices Xi over K, where the XT’s are coeficients 
of PC, and (HT, FT,GT) is the matrix representation of the (dual) Q-realixa- 
tion (see Section 3). Furthermore, if (4.12) has at least one solution (PC, QC), 
then all such PC are determined as solutions of the linear equations above, and 
Q,=@-- P,R)Q-? 
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It follows from Theorem 4.13 that, in state-space form, we can obtain the 
results of Emre [6] concerning detectability of (H, F). 
REMARK 4.14. It is clear from the above results how the general 
equations 
can be solved much 
Finally, suppose 
QclQl + w5 = @ 
as the dual of the case QQC + 
the original system is given as 
Qx= Ru, 
y= Px. 
RP, = 4) given in detail. 
Then one can apply an extended form of the dynamic state-feedback and 
observer scheme in terms of two compensators as solutions of 
and 
Qc,Q + p,,P = @, 
each ane of which can be solved as explained in this paper. We should also 
note here that if (P, fi,G> is the Q-realization of this system, which is finite 
and free, it follows from the equivalence of the weighting patterns and 
transfer matrices established in Section 3 that both x and y above can be 
obtained from the solution of the state-space quations as in the case of linear 
time-invariant systems, 
REMARK 4,15, Finally, we discuss some differential subrings K of C” in 
regard to applicability of our systems, For example, we have shown that for 
stabilization, it proves very convenient that (F,C, NJ has a finite reachability 
and/or observability index. A class of systems satisfying this property are 
constant-rank systems (see Kamen [14] and Silverman [22] for a full discus- 
sion of this). In particular, if the subring K is the set of analytic functions on 
(0,~) consisting of solutions of homogeneous differential equations with 
constant coefficients, every system (F,G, H) over K is a constant-rank 
system (see Kamen [14]). Periodic analytic systems are also constant-rank 
systems. Clearly, in this case, any transfer matrix BO“R is both right and 
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left rational. This strictly includes systems with coefficients that are polyno- 
mial functions of time. In this case we can compute stabilizing compensators 
by solving finite sets of linear equations over polynomials. The solution of 
such equations is well known. In the case -where K is a differential field (e.g., 
meromorphic functions as in Ilchmann, Numberger, and Schmale [ll] and 
Ilchmann [lo]), Q- rea iza ions 1 t are always finite dimensional and free, every 
realizable transfer matrix is rational, etc. Thus, in this case, we obtain a 
theory which enables us to solve these problems almost exactly the same way 
as in the time-invariant case. 
Hence, in this case, Theorem 4.4 yields absolute necessary and sufficient 
conditions for strong stabilizability (detectability). That is, in this case, the 
assumption of right rationality of Q-‘R occurring in the FSP is always 
automatically satisfied. 
We should also note that, with the approach here, computations of 
stabilizing compensators or observers for linear time-varying systems do not 
require knowledge of the system parameter values in the future. 
REMARK 4.16. Most of the results established ii) this paper readily 
extend to the case of skew rings K with an algebraic derivative operator 
defined on it, similar to the relation (2.1). In particular, since all of our 
development is algebraic (formal), the results largely apply to the case where 
K is a noetherian ring, which was considered in Kamen [26]. 
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